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“[s]ubjects who attempt to identify with and assimilate to dominant ideologies pay every day of their 
lives. The price of the ticket is this: to find self within the dominant public sphere, we need to deny self.”  
 
–José Esteban Muñoz 
 
Zines are self-published magazines in which provide subcultures an opportunity to 
explore their rebellious identities outside mainstream society. The circulation of zines exploded 
in the 1970s with the increased accessibility of photocopy machines and the emergence of the 
punk rock movement that called for a new, underground communication platform for fans.1 
Zines became an inexpensive, creative medium to promote a new discursive strategy that 
celebrated and challenged the lived experiences of individuals outside constricting social 
normativities. Working to subvert an institutional framework, zines embraced alternative notions 
of sexuality and gender to form a radical, counterhegemonic space.2 Zines envisioned an 
oppositional history that reclaimed silenced narratives of oppressed groups. By blurring 
stereotypes and fusing identities, this accessible, low-cost medium sparked the transformation of 
the queer body while also playing a pivotal role in the emergence of the Queercore movement.  
The Queercore movement of the 1980s and 90s can be traced directly to the creation and 
distribution of zines documenting the lives of queer punk rock artists and activists who sought an 
alternative to the lesbian and gay movement emerging in the public sphere. As critic Sholem 
Kristalka says in response to a Toronto Queercore art exhibit in 2006, Punk ’Til You Puke, 
“Queercore, despite its uneasiness with fixed categories, is a specific movement with specific 
ideals. It calls out to specific people — the lonely, the nonconformist, the horny and the cranky 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Zobl, Elke. 2009. "Comparative perspectives symposium: feminist zines, cultural production, 
transnational networking, and critical reflection in feminist zines.(Critical essay)". Signs. 35 (1). 
2 Licona, Adela C. 2005. "(B)orderlands' rhetorics and representations: the transformative 
potential of feminist third-space scholarship and zines". NWSA Journal. 17 (2). 
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— ensuring its continued proliferation.”3 Embracing the marginalized identity of both punk and 
queer, the Queercore movement resisted any set definitions and instead worked to consolidate 
gender and sexual identities under one inclusive, overarching term and movement. The impact of 
zines on the Queercore movement and beyond can be seen through the work of artists G.B. Jones 
and Vaginal Davis. Both Jones and Davis are accredited with “launching” the Queercore 
movement; their respective work explores the limitless potential of the queer body through zine 
art. While Jones reflects both on her own experiences and those of her community in her 
drawings of the butch, lesbian body, Davis directly inserts her own gender-queer, black body 
into zines in an investigation of race and gender constructions. Both artists emphasized cultural 
nonconformity by resisting assimilation into the mainstream.  
G.B. Jones is a self-made, openly queer artist whose provocative punk rock music, queer 
zines, and films sparked the Homocore (later Queercore) movement of the 1980s. Her work 
continues to disturb and query mainstream and alternative spaces, and her relentless questioning 
of authority, privilege, and norms through experimental homoerotic art unsettles systems of 
discrimination imprisoning those outside gender and sexual conventions of society.4 G.B. Jones’s 
groundbreaking zine J.D.s (Juvenile Delinquents), released in 1985 and coauthored with Bruce 
LeBruce, became a legendary, underground manifesto for the queer community. Jones created a 
radical experimental space for queer-identified artists by criticizing oppressive boundaries 
surrounding gender and sexuality. As Jones stated in an interview about the J.D.s zines, “We 
were intent on creating a new subculture, inclusive of other pre-existing subcultures, but critical 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Sholem Krishtalka, “Toronto Punks/ A ‘porntastic fantasy’ made flesh,” National, last accessed 
2 November, 2012, 
http://www.xtra.ca/public/viewstory.aspx?AFF_TYPE=3&STORY_ID=2528&PUB_TEMPLAT
E_ID=2 
4 last accessed December 3rd, 2012, http://www.queer-arts.org/archive/show3/jones/jones.html 
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of them at the same time. We wanted to really bug the mainstream gay and lesbians while at the 
same time upsetting the punks as well, so we started the Queercore movement.”5 The J.D.s. zines 
aimed beyond just a celebration of the queer community by also critiquing the internalized 
sexism and homophobia within the mainstream gay and lesbian movement. By recognizing the 
vast diversity in queer communities, Jones sought to provide a space for the subcultures within 
subcultures to interact and support one another. Editors Jones and Bruce LeBruce state:  
J.D.s is dedicated to the furtherance of homo-core photography, and literature—
without confining itself to material which will offend no one or avoiding that 
which may offend some. It is our belief that freedom of communication shall not 
be denied to any segment of society even though that group may be anathema to 
the so-called “normal” majority.6  
 
Each volume of the J.D.s zines interweaves provocative personal stories about being 
queer, top homocore songs, publicity for upcoming queer events, gay erotica, and the art of 
contributors. A column by Bruce LeBruce called “hard-driving fiction: the adventures of a 
teenage JD and his young, eager-to-please punk” appeared in each issue and chronicled the 
sexual exploits of a gay named Butch. Compiled into a gritty, black-and-white photocopied 
booklet with a “cut-n-paste aesthetic,”7 the zines resist publishing standards or aesthetic 
expectations. As Johanna Isaacson states in her essay on DIY and Queercore cultures, “The cut-
n-paste aesthetic is one that uses the contradiction and decontextualization to disrupt stable forms 
of thought.”8 By gathering words, phrases, and images from many mainstream sources, the zine 
embraces the chaos and disjuncture of a variety of sources on taboo topics and not only revolts 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Weston Bingham, “G.B. Jones: Girl Gone Wild,” East Village Boys, last accessed 2 November, 
2012,  http://www.eastvillageboys.com/2008/12/13/gb-jones-girl-gone-wild/ 
6 G.B. Jones and Bruce LaBruce, J.D.s. (Volumes 3, Toronto, Canada, 1987). 
7 Johanna Isaacson, 2011. “From Riot Grrrl to CrimethInc: A Lineage of Expressive Negation in 
Feminist Punk and Queercore,” Liminalities: A Journal of Performance Studies, Volume 7, No. 4.   
8 ibid 
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against mainstream establishments but critically questions the gay establishment, becoming an 
“alternative for an already alternative culture.”9 One particular series of drawings by G.B. Jones 
that revels in the culture of the queer outlaw and appears in many J.D.s volumes offers insight 
into the artistic strategies employed by Jones to effectively break down systems of conformity 
outside and within queer communities.  
In her series “I am a Fascist Pig” from the early 1980s, Jones presents a narrative of 
interactions for, by, and between queer women. The first drawing in the series, “I am a Fascist 
Pig #1” (Figure 1), depicts a scene with a policewoman wearing a leather jacket, tight pants, and 
a strict demeanor writing a ticket for a motorcycle parked illegally. Two women stand by the 
curb observing this event. As the policewoman casually writes the ticket, the two women, also 
dressed in tough, androgynous attire, hold stern, tense expressions of contempt. The narrative 
jolts ahead in time in “I am a Fascist Pig #2” (Figure 2). The same policewoman is now under 
the control of the two observers. With her hands tied around a tree, the policewoman is being 
stripped of her pants by one of the other women. The policewoman looks vulnerable and helpless 
while the other woman authoritatively holds a belt in her right hand while standing guard. This 
drawing adds a shock of sexual tension between the characters as the power dynamic previously 
dominated by the policewoman reverses. In the final picture, “I am a Fascist Pig #3” (Figure 3), 
the two women zoom away on the motorcycle while the policewoman remains tied up and 
stripped from the waist down in public display. The woman driving the motorcycle wears a 
police cap, showing off her “stolen” identity and power; the woman in the back of the 
motorcycle straddles her partner-in-crime suggestively. She waves a belt as the two drive off. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 G.B. Jones and Bruce LaBruce, J.D.s. (Volumes 3, Toronto, Canada, 1987), last accessed 
December 3rd, 2012 through, http://qzap.org. 
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The viewer does not see the face of the policewoman, who looks at her escaping captors riding 
away. Instead, the audience sees her taut, nude, muscular body with the words “I am a Fascist 
Pig” drawn on the backside of her pants that now tied between her legs.  
Jones realistically, yet playfully, convolutes the common power dynamics set between 
men and women. She creates an alternative scene where two women dominate another woman 
through bondage and suggestive sexual play. By evoking typical activities engaged by men or 
referenced in gay erotica, such as Tom of Finland’s drawings,10 Jones reclaims a youthful, 
rebellious game that queer women commonly face exclusion from.11 The narrative reappropriates 
exploitation by engaging in kinky sexual experiments. The drawings suggestively allude to S&M 
play and bondage, activities condemned and discouraged by mainstream society. The expectation 
that women are peaceful and asexual with one another is shattered in this narrative as all 
characters strut transparent, exposing clothes and sexually tease each other. Isaacson claims that 
“self-reflexive playful violence [occurs] in order to navigate impasses in representation that are 
found even in queer and punk spaces.”12 Although the two women capture and tie up the 
policewoman, a common thread of playfulness interwoven in the narrative celebrates the 
nuanced, gritty, and explorative relationship between these women.  
The writing on the back of the policewoman’s jeans that reads “I am a Fascist Pig” 
speaks to systems of authority in mainstream society that literally police gay communities. Jones 
is intentionally pointing to the posture of homosexuality as illegal. For example, historically, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 For more information on Tom of Finland see: Ramakers, M. (2000). Dirty pictures: Tom of Finland, 
Masculinity, and Homosexuality. (New York: St. Martin's Press). 
11 Elizabeth Lebovici, “How Soon is Now: Longing and Desire in the Art of the Late Twentieth 
Century,” 342.  
12 Johanna Isaacson, 2011. “From Riot Grrrl to CrimethInc: A Lineage of Expressive Negation in 
Feminist Punk and Queercore,” (Liminalities: A Journal of Performance Studies, Volume 7, No. 
4: 9. 
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women caught in a gay bar wearing less than three articles of “female” clothing were subject to 
arrest or, not infrequently, sexual violence by police officers.13 Harping on instances of violent 
homophobia and intolerance carried out during police raids, Jones complicates this attack by 
communicating this message through the rebellious sexual deviance and roleplaying performed 
by a group of lesbian women. 
For women to occupy the position of both active and passive, dominant and submissive, 
Jones emboldens the scene with the pleasure and desire of lesbian experience. As Lebovici 
comments, “G.B. Jones displaces the taboo of resemblance between men and women, 
transferring the suspicion from ‘gay’ to ‘lesbian’—a displacement that has enabled the 
transformation of the category ‘homosexual’ into what would become the multiple of lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, and transgender movement.”14 In this series, the gender binary between men and 
women dissolves to leave women in a position of total control and agency. Ironically, these 
drawings, which were part of a book by Jones titled G.B. Jones, were not allowed through 
Canadian customs because of their pornographic content. Even the Montreal Anarchist 
Bookstore and Toronto’s gay bookstore, Glad Day, refused to sell the J.D.s zines.15 These 
incidents reveal how threatening Jones’s work was and is to existing social and political 
structures of society within and outside the gay community.  
Jones’s “Tattoo Girls #2” (Figure 4) from 1987, also a drawing in pencil, shows one 
woman tattooing another in a room. The woman receiving the tattoo sits back in a chair with her 
pants down, watching the woman squatting beside her tattoo her thigh. Another woman firmly 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 last accessed December 3rd, 2012, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mark-allen/stonewall-riots 
reenactment_b_1624098.html. 
14 ibid, 316. 
15 Spencer, A. (2005). DIY: The rise of lo-fi culture. (London: Marion Boyars, 43). 
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stands between them and watches the process. All the women wear androgynous, non–gender-
specific clothing that emphasizes their muscles and exposes their breasts and nipples. The 
woman in the chair spreads her legs apart so that her crotch occupies the center of the drawing. 
This position not only counters expected actions of women but also challenges the viewer to 
recognize that her desires are for women, not men. This shift in perspective causes the viewer to 
rethink society’s accepted gender dynamics by presenting a woman who refuses to pleasure the 
male viewer. In fact, this image outright rejects the traditional, voyeuristic male gaze. Yet Jones 
does not spark controversy just within mainstream society: her drawings stress the need to move 
beyond the queer community’s tendency to simply appropriate heteronormative categories and 
lifestyles. Assimilation of the queer community to mainstream societal expectations divides and 
normalizes homosexual communities. As Jones states, “The gay ‘movement’ as it exists now is a 
big farce, and we have nothing nice to say about it . . . specifically there is a segregation of the 
sexes where unity should exist, a veiled misogyny which privileges fag culture over dyke, and a 
fear of the expression of femininity.”16 Portraying queer, butch women in rebellious behaviors 
such as bondage and tattooing declared an expansion of the category of queer to include 
nonconforming sexualities and genders outside society’s heteronormative labels.  
By assessing the representation of queer individuals both within and outside the 
mainstream, the J.D.s zines became a platform to explore the performativity of gender and the 
stereotypes that were perpetuated within and beyond the queer community. But one cannot 
overlook the fact that despite subverting oppressive heterosexism in society, the J.D.s do not 
incorporate the intersecting identity of race into its imagination. Featuring a set of racially white, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Rob Telxeira, 1999. “Punk-lad & dyke-core love: the evolution of queer ‘zine’ culture,” last 
accessed December 3rd, 2012, 
http://www.brokenpencilarchive.tuesdayafternoon.net/view.php?id=3197. 
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queer figures, this zine series further excluded queer people of color from the Queercore 
subculture. The J.D.s zines fail to account for established institutional systems of Anglocentric, 
white, racist discourses and privilege. The work of Vaginal Davis complicates the queer identity 
embraced by the Queercore movement by inserting the transgressive image of the black, Chicana, 
genderqueer, punk body into zines; she debunks the conception that queer means white.  
Vaginal Davis is a central figure in the Queercore movement, and her identities as drag 
queen, performance artist, and self-named blacktress continue to impact the queer community to 
this day.17 Davis explores the intersecting identities of sexuality, gender, and race through edgy, 
outspoken, and subversive zines, performances, and visual art. She exposes the insufficiency of 
static, normative conceptions of gender and responds by operating within and outside the 
established codes of gender to debunk the objectification of the black, genderqueer body. As 
Judith Butler writes in “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution,” “gender is in no way a 
stable identity or locus of agency from which various acts proceed; rather, it is an identity 
tenuously constituted in time—an identity instituted through a stylized repetition of acts.”18  
Gender codes depend on the latent perpetuation of established scripts of gender. Davis’s multiple 
identities, repeatedly showcased in her zines, reveal the insufficiency of static categories of male 
and female or gay and lesbian. Davis decodes any singular hierarchies and categories of gender 
and sexuality through the intentional exaggeration of highly sexual and provocative 
characteristics.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 last accessed December 3rd, 2012, www.vaginaldavis.com 
18 Judith Butler. “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution.” Vol. 40, No. 4. Baltimore:  John 
Hopkins University Theatre Journal, 1988. 
9 
Davis also engages in what scholar José Esteban Muñoz terms disidentification. 
Disidentification occurs when a minoritarian artist “takes damaging stereotypes and recycles 
them to create a powerful and seductive site of self-creation.”19 Disidentification constitutes a 
dimension of performance art that works along and against the public and dominant realm. By 
occupying a hybridized space and interacting with prescribed labels created within and outside 
queer communities, Davis re-stages and rearticulates the possibilities of the queer body. Her 
often hilarious, campy, scandalous performative selves play with her body’s mixed racial 
identities alongside her queer identity and therefore deconstruct the racial categorical 
assumptions that exclude people of color from the Queercore movement.  
A closer look at her zine Yes, Ms. Davis demonstrates how she uses the low-budget, self-
published zine format as a space to create, embody, and perform beautiful, repulsive selves and 
intersecting identities to critique the larger gay and lesbian community’s tendency toward 
cultural assimilation and whiteness. Upon opening Yes, Ms. Davis, one is met with a montage of 
text and images collaged to create a page devoted to Vaginal Davis (Figure 5). Bold, typewriter-
script text lines the top of the page, stating “yes, ms. davis. that is who i am and always will 
be.”20 Davis immediately claims the space to be the person she decides to be, independent of 
social expectations or pressures. By beginning with this statement, Davis gives queer readers the 
social agency to be proud of their identities. Davis continues with the question “what is yes, ms. 
davis? a piece of excrement, thats what it is, necessary excrement.”21 Associating her body with 
waste, discharge, and other foul matter, and by calling it “necessary,” Davis flips a trope 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 Muñoz, José Esteban. 1999. Disidentifications: queers of color and the performance of politics. 
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 
20 Davis, Vaginal. Yes, Ms. Davis. Zine. Los Angeles, CA, 1994, last accessed December 3rd, 
2012 through, http://qzap.org. 
21 ibid  
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perpetually forced onto any gender-variant individual in society. By assuming the identity forced 
on marginalized or discriminated individuals of her community, Davis reverses the stereotype of 
gender-variant individuals as “freak,” “waste,” or “useless” in a protest of reclamation. She uses 
a hurtful, derogatory euphemism employed in the mainstream to empower the queer community.  
On the same page of the zine, a photograph featuring only Davis’s lips inserts a 
historically exploited and sexualized part of the black female body into dialogue with the text. 
Davis recycles the stereotypes surrounding black female lips employed by dominant culture to 
subjugate black, female sexuality by placing it in conversation with the genderqueer body. As 
Lauri Firstenberg comments in her essay “Reexamining the Intersection of Photography and 
Stereotype: Autonomy and the Archive in America the “powerful repossession of archive 
imagery desublimates the historical terms of black stereotype in an act of both recovery and 
accusation.”22 The isolation of the lips in the zine speaks toward the commonly fragmented and 
fetishized black body that has been historically replicated in photographs. Firstenberg also 
references the power of an artist’s choice to intentionally crop images when stating that 
“dispersal literalizes the way the photograph necessarily cuts up the body . . . this stuttered vision 
of the photographed points to the possibility of multiple perspectives of vision.”23 Davis 
showcases her cropped, big lips in a shameless, bold, and glamorous gesture and points to the 
racialized associations made with this charged image.  
Exactly halfway through the zine, Vaginal Davis’s persona dominates again (Figure 6). 
Two contrasting photographs fill the top portion of the page. To the left, Vaginal Davis stands on 
stage in seductive, fashionable attire with wild hair and heavy makeup. She holds a book and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Lauri Firstenberg, 2003. “Reexamining the Intersection of Photography and Stereotype: 
Autonomy and the Archive in America,” in Only Skin Deep ed. Coco Fusco et al. (Harry Abrams 
Inc: New York, 316). 
23 ibid, 324. 
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looks up into a whitewashed spotlight. Directly to the right of this photograph, Vaginal Davis sits 
on a bed sporting pigtails and a polka-dotted, kitschy dress. She holds a large stuffed animal in 
her hands and between her legs. Her youthful, insistent gaze and wide-open mouth look and talk 
back to the viewer. Below both photographs are the words “vaginal davis, blacktress / height 
6’6”—eyes brown—hair rust—shoes large—dress big.” Davis’s intentional juxtaposition of 
pictures of her in drag with detailed text about her appearance questions the assumed relationship 
between physical characteristics and identity. The short description alludes to tactics used in the 
twentieth century by white, American anthropologists and scientists to prove the inferiority of 
African-Americans. The text also references descriptions assigned to felons, therefore pointing to 
the connections between criminalization of people of color. Although Davis is reappropriating 
this mode of description, she subverts the historical narrative by inserting the self-defined label 
of “blacktress” and placing the text alongside multiple pictures of her various personas. As 
Dominic Johnson from Frieze Magazine states in a short biography of Davis, “her body is a car-
crash of excessive significations.”24 The layers of contradiction and paradox stage a revolt 
against limited conceptions of gender and sexuality not only in white society but also in 
communities of color who often exclude members of the community who have deviant gender 
identities. As Muñoz states, Davis is “inhabiting phobic images and cutting difference . . . while 
many sectors of gay communities eschew negative images, Davis instead explodes them by 
inhabiting them with difference.” 25 By engaging directly in the racist, offensive practice of 
ethnography, often used against her communities, Davis reverses the power dynamic controlled 
by the white, heterosexual male and decides to claim and define it as her own. In her description 
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25 José Esteban Muñoz. 1997. “The White to Be Angry: Vaginal Davis's Terrorist Drag.” Social 
Text. (53): 80-103. 
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of herself, Vaginal Davis does not mention her gender but instead illuminates how signifiers 
such as attire lead to the assumption of “female.” As she once stated in an interview: “There is 
no difference between masculine and feminine. It’s all just hype.”26 
Davis also interrogates constrictive gender norms through drag to comment on the 
commodification of queer performance in mainstream spaces. She drags to disrupt mainstream 
conceptions that implicate the queer body in the capitalist market to be consumed. Davis points 
to the continual commodification of the (white) gay and lesbian agenda into the mainstream. As 
Muñoz states, “Commercial drag presents a sanitized and desexualized queer subject for mass 
consumption. The sanitized queen is meant to be enjoyed as an entertainer who will hopefully 
lead to social understanding and tolerance.”27 Davis inserts herself into the queer, counterculture 
space in multiple personas not to gain “tolerance” or “acceptance” from the mainstream 
community but instead to break away by protesting commercialized drag and strengthening the 
acceptance within her own communities. As Dominic Johnson states:  
Ms. Davis derails collector-friendly raciness in spectacles of femininity, 
queerness and blackness. . . . Disrupting the cultural assimilation of gay-oriented 
and corporate-friendly drag, she positions herself at an uncomfortable tangent to 
the conservative politics of gay culture, mining its contradictory impulses to 
interrupt the entrenchment of its assimilatory strategies.28 
 
Davis “queers” drag while appropriating dominant Queercore subcultural tropes in order to alert 
the queer viewer to the mainstreaming and assimilation of the queer community.  
Although Davis launched infamous zines in the 1980s and 90s such as Fertile Latoyah 
Jackson, Shrimp, and Yes, Ms. Davis, Queercore zines frequently referenced and incorporated 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 B. Boofy, The Unauthorized Biography of Vaginal Crème Davis, Evil Taco. Zine. Milwaukee, 
WI, date unknown, last accessed December 3rd, 2012 through, http://qzap.org. 
27 José Esteban Muñoz. 1997. "The White to Be Angry: Vaginal Davis's Terrorist Drag". Social 
Text. (53): 80-103. 
28 last accessed December 3rd, 2012, www.vaginaldavis.com 
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photographs and articles of and about her different identities. These photos, gossip columns, and 
interviews constructed another dimension of her identity as artist. In the Queercore zine Evil 
Taco, an entire issue is devoted to an “unauthorized biography” of Vaginal Davis. On the front 
cover (Figure 7), a catch line shouts, “Everything you’ve always wanted to know about Vaginal 
Creme Davis.”29 The persistent curiosity held toward Davis by her fans stands as a testament to 
the innately mysterious, complex, and fluid identities she performs. Evil Taco even notes her 
infamous “nomination” for the “Nobel Prize for Afro-American-Militant-Drag-Queen-
Babylonian-Thrash-Gargantutues-Award-Winning-Blacktress in literature.”30 The zine mocks 
the institutional “award” system that disproportionately favors white, heterosexual society by 
nominating a radical, queer performance artist whose name and character explode previous 
limitations of the elite institutional requirements.   
Davis upsets the established constructions of gender upheld by society that subjugate 
nonwhite, nonheterosexual individuals. By openly embracing her identity as African American 
and Chicano through the zine biography interview, Davis inserts herself into the predominately 
white Queercore zine culture as a celebrity. Zines’ communicative potential also ensured that her 
provocative commentary on racism within the Queercore movement could reach the queer 
community. Davis places her black, Chicana body in queer drag using assimilationist references 
in a sarcastic and satirical style to alert the queer community to the continual conformity and 
exclusionary practices infecting it. As a result, she exposes the Queercore movement’s role in 
excluding people of color from the subculture. Her work debunks and complicates the identity of 
the queer body beyond the scope laid out by other Queercore zine artists such as G.B. Jones.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 B. Boofy, The Unauthorized Biography of Vaginal Crème Davis, Evil Taco. Zine. Milwaukee, 
WI, date unknown, last accessed December 3rd, 2012 through, http://qzap.org. 
30 ibid 
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  As seen through both Queercore artists, Jones and Davis, zines were pivotal in the 
Queercore movement as both an artistic and communicative outlet to investigate the 
subjectivities of the queer body. As Adela Licona states in “(B)orderlands’ Rhetorics and 
Representations: The Transformative Potential of Feminist Third-Space Scholarship and Zines”:  
[Zines] can be irreverent, parodic, utopian, imaginative; thus, in a sense, zines 
perform the difference they are trying to make. By challenging, re-imaging, and 
replacing exclusionary and oppressive discursive practices, zines perform new 
representations of subjectivity.”31   
 
The information disseminated through zines often sought to reflect the action happening within 
the community in a raw, unrestrained format. Zines mapped the lived experiences of queer 
communities and consequently became a performative text that reflected and evoked a new 
vocabulary and movement for the queer body. The zine format provides a space that challenges 
social, political, and economic systems in the mainstream and therefore provides a 
communication means consistent with its message. Through both collective and personal action, 
zine production also resisted the exploitative market economy by subverting the way mainstream 
society distributes and communicates information. Zines were collective self-published projects 
that could be distributed to a wide audience at no or low cost to the viewer.  By critiquing the 
heteronormativity and homonormativity of mainstream and queer communities, Jones and Davis 
protest queer societies’ adoption of mainstream values and play with the performativity of 
gender and sexuality. In order to create a collective counterculture that allowed all types of 
expression, Queercore zines sought to welcome the tensions and ambiguity of identities.32 
Through numerous mediums and genres, they became a platform for individuals outside gender 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 Licona, A. C. January 01, 2005. (B)orderlands' rhetorics and representations: the 
transformative potential of feminist third-space scholarship and zines. Nwsa Journal, 17,2. 
32 du Plessis, Michael, and Kathleen Chapman. 1997. "Queercore: The Distinct Identities of 
Subculture". College Literature. 24 (1): 45-58. 
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and sexual norms to protest systems of power in a simultaneously serious and satirized fashion.33  
By flirting with the illogical categories and scripts prescribed to males and females by society 
and protesting restrictive dualisms such as passive/active, pain/pleasure, or black/white, zine art 
resisted systems subjugating marginalized groups outside the heterosexual patriarchal society. 
Self-identified Queercore artists adamantly objected to the assimilation of queer culture into the 
mainstream. The zines, by documenting and reclaiming the queer body, launched a collective 
space for queer people to imagine and live alternative identities outside mainstream society. 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Molesworth, Helen Anne, Johanna Burton, and Claire Grace. 2012. This will have been: art, 
love & politics in the 1980s. Chicago, IL: Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago.  
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Figure 1, “I am a Fascist Pig #1,” 1985 
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Figure 2, “I am a Fascist Pig #2,” 1985  
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Figure 3, “I am a Fascist Pig #3,” 1985 
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Figure 4, “Tattoo Girls” series, 1987  
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Figure 5 Yes, Ms. Davis, 1994 
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Figure 6, Yes, Ms Davis, 1994 
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Figure 7, Evil Taco, date unknown.  
